
Proactive Open Loop Transit Fare Service - OpenFare 

1 Summary 
This Whitepaper presents the business architecture and principles of operations of a system and 

service that give an opportunity to transit agencies and their fare system vendors to fully 

implement credit, debit, and bank card fare payments with: 

 Saving the previously made investments in closed loop systems 

 Preserving the current fare system vendor relationships with transit agencies 

 Having the same level of security and reliability 

 Decreasing the fare transaction latency 

 Improving patron experience 

The disclosed system and service is called OpenFare. 

The approach presented in this Whitepaper, as well as the OpenFare business architecture, are 

irrelevant to fare payment system vendor that the transit entity has chosen or is going to choose. 

OpenFare does not invade the closed loop business architecture, policies, and patron interfaces.  

OpenFare provides a business and technology layer that integrates the closed loop approach 

into the open loop world.    

This Whitepaper is intended for public transit and fare payment processing technology 

strategists and executives improving or developing open loop fare payment systems. 

Appendix 1 can be useful for the business architects and analysts determining the business case 

for OpenFare implementation. 

Appendix 2 can be useful for potential vendors of vehicle-installed communication devices 

(Access Points). 
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2 Preface 
Open loop fare payment systems experience certain problems, especially when vehicle-installed 

fare payment terminals (Validators) are used for open loop payments. The problems are 

aggravated by the wide diversity of payment card types including smart (EMV) cards, payment 

networks, and unacceptably (for transit) high latency of the card issuer’s authorization 

response.  

If we include bank cards in the open loop card class, the problems become even more 

challenging. 

This is why the existing open loop projects are not persuading enough. Some of them do not last 

long. Others can operate only with small subset of card types and small number of processed 

transactions. None of them deal with bank cards, by this excluding from the open loop a 

substantial class of patrons. All of them have to accept risks related to accepting cards without 

the card issuer authorization. 

The detailed analysis of the open loop risks and transaction lapse times is provided in [8]. 

OpenFare is designed to mitigate these risks and minimize transaction lapse times while 

accepting fare payments via open loop cards, including bank cards and debit cards. 

In short, OpenFare does the following: 

 OpenFare provides services to multiple participating Transit Fare Systems preserving 

their legacy and not invading their internal business relationships. It works as an upper 

integrating layer. 

 OpenFare links open loop cards with participating Transit Fare Systems. When a linked 

open loop card is tapped at a Validator of a participating Transit Fare System, the patron 

perceives the transit services as if this card were a closed loop card implemented in this 

Transit Fare System.  

 OpenFare delivers the virtual closed loop card up-to-date data to Access Points in the 

OpenFare infrastructure where this data can be accessed by Validators within 

milliseconds. In case of vehicle-installed Validators the Access Points are placed on the 

vehicles as well.  

 OpenFare proactively broadcasts the virtual closed loop card data to the Access Points. 

When the patron reaches a transit vehicle, the up-to-date data has already been 

delivered there. It is possible to do so because patrons move from one transit vehicle to 

another relatively slow. 

 For each open loop card, OpenFare maintains a single prepaid balance, shared across the 

participating Transit Fare Systems.  

 OpenFare protects the participating Transit Fare Systems from the risks imposed by 

payment card acquiring.  From the Transit Fare System standpoint, OpenFare 
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encapsulates all financial open loop transactions and takes care of all relationships with 

the payment card world. Validators do not execute payment card transactions.  

 OpenFare reconciles the Transit Fare Systems when a transit fare is charged within the 

OpenFare-maintained prepaid balance. 

Below is a brief description of the following Sections: 

 Section 3 informally introduces by example the main OpenFare concepts, terminology, 

and principles of operations. 

 Section 4 describes the OpenFare’s business architecture, lists the business entities 

participating in OpenFare or interacting with it, and states their main objectives and 

responsibilities. In particular, this Section specifies what a Transit Fare System must do 

to become a member of OpenFare. 

 Section 5 describes the OpenFare principles of operations in details. 

 Section 6 and the following Sections contain reference information.  

 Appendix 1 lists the OpenFare external interfaces and states the high-level business 

requirements for these interfaces. 

 Appendix 2 describes the OpenFare vehicle-installed access point, a core hardware 

element of the OpenFare infrastructure.  

http://www.lifecycleintegrity.com/
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3 Informal Introduction to OpenFare 
The following subsections introduce the OpenFare terminology and principles of operations. 

The introduction is provided by means of examples.   

3.1 Credit, Debit, and Bank Cards 
Before we look at examples, it is important to understand the differences between various types 

of the open loop cards and to agree on an unambiguous terminology. 

A detailed analysis of differences between open loop card types and risks associated with open 

loop card acceptance in transit is provided in [8]. A brief summary follows. 

Credit Cards are associated with credit accounts. Their cardholders have buying capabilities 

significantly higher than transit fare amounts. These cardholders are not really concerned if 

they are overcharged at the moment of card tapping and refunded next day.  Examples of credit 

cards include Visa (credit), MasterCard (credit), American Express, and Discover. 

Debit Cards are normally associated with debit accounts which often have relatively low 

balances. These accounts are debited at the time of card payment transactions. Examples of 

debit cards include Visa Debit, MasterCard Debit, Visa Prepaid, MasterCard prepaid, Maestro, 

Electron, Interac, The Exchange, Pulse, Cirrus, and Plus.  Note that not all Debit Cards are or 

going to be contactless in the nearest future. 

Some Debit Cards are prepaid cards, normally associated with anonymous accounts hold by 

banks or some other agencies. We will not distinguish further prepaid cards as a separate class 

of Debit Cards. 

There is a specific class of Debit Cards that we will call Bank Cards. These are cards that can only 

be used in Card-Present Environment (CPE) which means no Internet or telephone shopping. 

Examples of open loop Bank Cards include cards issued by financial institutions participating in 

debit networks, such as ACCEL/Exchange in the U.S.A, Interac in Canada, MasterCard Maestro 

and Visa Electron in Europe. Sometimes Bank Cards are called “ATM cards” or “charge cards”. 

3.2 Transit Fare Systems 
We will explain below what a generic Transit Fare System (TFS) is and introduce the main 

terminology by providing several examples of existing TFSs. All of them use Closed Loop cards 

which are acceptable only within a particular TFS, across all Transit Agencies (TAs) participating 

in this TFS. There is no interoperability of these cards across multiple TFSs. That is why these 

cards are called Closed Loop cards. 

3.2.1 Oyster 

Oyster is a Transit Fare System implemented by a transit entity in UK called Transport for 

London. It allows using Closed Loop Oyster cards across various types of transits, such as 

http://www.lifecycleintegrity.com/
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subway (Underground), buses, trams, railroads, cable roads, and river services. These transit 

services are provided by several Transit Agencies.  

Oyster card has an electronic purse (E-Purse) storing a Stored Value presented in British Pounds 

(GBP). These Stored Values are called “pay as you go credits” in Oyster. The Stored Values are 

used for paying for trips provided by the Transit Agencies. Additional Transit Tools (T-Tools) 

such as season passes, can be purchased and loaded into Oyster cards. 

Transport for London provides discounts when fares are paid by Oyster cards. Some discounts 

depend on the trip history (the more you use Oyster, the more discount you get). We will call 

these discounts Loyalty Discounts. An example of such a discount implemented in Oyster is a 

“daily price cap”. 

There are also Transfer Discounts in Oyster that are applied to transfers between some Transit 

Agencies. 

Some discounts are Concession Discounts. They apply to certain categories of passengers – 

concession classes. 

On some routes Oyster implements Time-Based fares, which are higher at peak times, and 

Distance-Based fares, which depend on distance of the trip. Transport for London measures 

distance in transit zones. The Distance-Based fares require that cards are Tapped-On in the 

beginning of the trip and Tapped-Off at the end of it. Flat (non-Distance-Based) fares do not 

require the Tap-Off. (Oyster terminology is ‘tap-in’ and ‘tap-out’). 

3.2.2 Presto 

Presto (not to be confused it with Presto!, a Bank Card network in the U.S.A.) is a Transit Fare 

System created by the Government of Ontario, Canada. Presto cards can be used across several 

Transit Agencies operating in the region. Presto card has an E-Purse too that keeps a Stored 

Value in Canadian Dollars (CAD).  T-Tools, such as monthly passes, can be purchased and 

loaded into the Presto card. 

Some Presto’s MTAs implement Distance-Based fares. Presto and its MTAs provide the 

Concession Discounts for students and seniors. There are also the Loyalty Discounts and 

Transfer Discounts in Presto. 

3.3 Patron Experience in OpenFare 
We will further discuss several examples pertinent to various Open Loop cards and various 

public transit contexts. In this fictitious examples we will use various Transit Fare System 

names as if these systems participated in OpenFare. 

http://www.lifecycleintegrity.com/
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3.3.1 Mike Preparation for Canada and UK Trip 

A Patron, named Mike, who lives in Chicago, is going for a broad business trip to Canada and 

Great Britain. Mike is going to use public transit there. He would like to use Presto and Oyster 

TFSs1.  

In the OpenFare world, Mike does not need to purchase real Presto and Oyster cards. He can 

use his Open Loop card and link it with both Presto and Oyster systems. It would look like Mike 

purchases virtual Oyster and Presto closed-loop card. We will call these cards Virtual Transit 

Cards (VTCs). Before Mike starts using Presto and Oyster, he has to undertake the following 

steps. 

Step One: Choosing an Open Loop Card 

Mike has to decide, which Open Loop card he will be using in both TFSs. Mike has a Discover 

card, but these cards are not acceptable at Oyster and Presto Validators2. Therefore, Mike 

decides to use his chip MasterCard card with a contactless EMV credit application.  

Step Two: Creating OpenFare Account 

Mike creates an anonymous account using OpenFare’s online transit fare store (T-Store). The 

account is associated with Mike’s email address. After logging in his new OpenFare account, 

Mike purchases, using his PayPal account, his MasterCard card, or some other credit card, a 

Stored Value of United States Dollar (USD) 150.00. This action effectively associates his 

MasterCard card with his OpenFare account. Now Mike’s MasterCard card “has” USD 150 

InterBalance. This InterBalance becomes the Stored Value balance of Mike’s virtual E-Purses in 

Presto, Oyster, and all other TFSs participating in OpenFare.    

Mike can choose the account currency. He chooses USD as this will save him more on currency 

conversion because his MasterCard card account is in USD. Mike believes that USD 150 should 

be enough for his transit rides in both Canada and UK, if it is not, he can replenish the 

InterBalance later, via the T-Store, using his smartphone or laptop internet browser. 

Step Three: Linking Open Loop Card with TFSs 

Mike, still being logged in his OpenFare account, links his MasterCard card with Presto and 

Oyster Transit Fare Systems. 

 The preliminary Linkage is highly desirable if Mike is going to tap his MasterCard card 

at a bus or street car Validator. The vehicle-installed Validators of the linked Transit Fare 

Systems “know” Mike’s card and its InterBalance and execute the trip validation within 

350 msec. 

                                                      
1 Presto and Oyster do not participate in OpenFare. This is a fictitious example. 
2 Again, this is a fictitious proposition, for the matter of example 
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 The preliminary Linkage is not required for the stationary Validators. All of them are 

connected to OpenFare Access Points with fast land telecom lines, and OpenFare 

provides fast access to Mike’s VTC for stationary Validators in all participating TFSs. 

Moreover. If Mike knows that, upon arrival to Toronto, he will first tap on a stationary 

subway or railway Validator before he taps at a bus Validator, he does not have to link 

his MasterCard card with Presto in advance (still needs to purchase the InterBalance).  

As soon as he taps on the first Presto Validator, OpenFare will automatically link his 

card with Presto. We will call this Ad-Hoc Linkage. 

OpenFare will share Mike’s card InterBalance between TFSs, converting it to the currency of 

each particular TFS as if it were a balance on each TFS E-Purse. Initially, each e-purse has the 

full balance of USD 150.00 (converted to CAD in Presto and GBP in Oyster).  

3.3.2 The VTC Image Lifecycle in OpenFare 

After Mike replenishes his InterBalance, OpenFare proactively broadcasts it to OpenFare Access 

Points (AP) at Oyster and Presto. It is normally done within seconds. 

The Stationary Validators are connected to the Stationary Access Points (SAP). The Vehicle-

installed Validators, such as bus or streetcar Validators, are connected to the Vehicle Access 

Points (VAP). 

Now Mike is ready for his travel; the APs have his VTC Images and are ready for his taps. After 

his first tap, while he enjoys the ride, OpenFare broadcasts the changes to his InterBalance and 

some other parameters of his ride to all other Access Points of the linked Transit Fare Systems, 

so Mike can tap again elsewhere several seconds later. 

3.3.3  Joan with a Bank Card 

Joan is a student. She does not have a credit card but she has a Pulse card which is a Bank Card. 

She is going to use it as a SmarTrip VTC card in Washington DC area. She knows that the 

Validators installed at SmarTrip MTAs TFS accept Pulse cards3. 

Pulse card cannot be used for replenishing InterBalances at T-Store online. Therefore Joan has to 

replenish her InterBalance using some other means (bank transfer, PayPal, etc.).  

Joan uses T-Store to create an account, associate it with her Pulse card and link it with SmarTrip. 

3.3.4 Tapping an Open Loop Card 

Let us see what happens when Mike, upon arriving to Canada, boards a bus operated by 

Oakville Transit which is one of the Presto Transit Agencies. Mike taps his MasterCard card at 

the bus Validator. It recognises a MasterCard contactless EMV application and obtains the card 

                                                      
3 SmarTrip does not accept Pulse cards and does not participate in OpenFare. This is a fictitious example. 
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number (Primary Account Number – PAN). After that the Validator, using this PAN, 

communicates with the VAP installed on the same bus4.  

The Validator can access Mike’s virtual Presto card (Virtual Transit Card) image because the 

VTC image has been proactively delivered to the bus Vehicle Access Point. The OpenFare has 

also the up-to-date VTC balance which is now equal to the InterBalance of USD 150.00 

converted to CAD.  Therefore, the Validator applies the same logic to this tap as if a real Presto 

card were tapped. As a result of this tap, Mike is granted an access to the bus and the Validator 

determines that CAD 2.50 must be subtracted from the InterBalance as well as some other 

changes must be done to the VTC Image (the ride is to be registered, discount parameters are to 

be updated, etc.). The Validator instructs the VAP to make these changes to the VTC image. 

While Mike is enjoying his trip on the bus, the following is being done by the VAP and 

OpenFare: 

a) The VAP of this bus advises OpenFare server that CAD 2.50 has been deducted from 

Mike’s InterBalance and other changes have been done to the VTC image. This is done 

via wireless data networks at first opportunity to connect to OpenFare server. Within 

seconds, or at least minutes after the card tap. 

b) OpenFare converts CAD 2.50 to USD (let it be USD 2.42) and deducts USD 2.42 from the 

InterBalance. (It was previously noted that Mike’s InterBalance currency is USD). This 

deduction includes the conversion fee. 

c) OpenFare makes all necessary updates to the Presto VTC Image, including the CAD 2.50 

Presto E-Purse balance deduction, and propagates the image changes to all Presto APs. 

Within several seconds, or, at least, minutes, following the tap, all Presto APs have the 

updated VTC image. 

d) OpenFare also converts the resulted InterBalance USD amount to GBP and sends the 

updated Oyster E-Purse balance in GBP to all Oyster APs. This can be done with a lower 

priority because OpenFare knows that Mike is not yet in the UK. Note, that this currency 

conversion does not include the conversion fee as there is no Stored Value spent in GBP. 

e) With even lower priority, OpenFare updates Mike’s VTC Images in other Transit Fare 

Systems which are not linked to the Mike’s MasterCard card. 

f) Within the following 24 hours, OpenFare reconciles Presto for CAD 2.50 spent by Mike. 

                                                      
4 Actually, the clear form PANs are not used or stored by the Validators and the APs. A cryptographic 
hash, called VTC Token, is used instead. 
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4     OpenFare Business Relationship 
This Section and Figure 1 outline the entities participating in OpenFare and their business 

relationship with OpenFare and each other. 

 

Payment Processors:

Transit Fare 
Payment 
System

Transit Fare 
Payment 
System

Transit Fare 
System

(Incl. 1 or 
more Transit 

Agencies)

Patrons

Forex and 
Settlement 

Banks

OpenFare
T-Store

 

Figure 1. Business Relationships 

4.1 TFS 
If a Transit Fare System wishes to become an OpenFare member it must do the following: 

1. Provide a structured configuration data file to OpenFare describing the following: 

1.1. The list of contactless Open Loop payment applications the Validators are going to 

interact with (such as Visa Pay Waive, MasterCard PayPass, Interac Flash, etc.)  

1.2. The MTAs and their T-Tools to be sold at the T-Store. 

1.3. The E-Purse Currency (if applicable; some TFSs do not implement Stored Value) 

1.4. The geographical regions the TFS operates in. This information helps OpenFare to 

determine when a Patron is in the TFS region and start propagating the Patrons VTC 

Image to the TFS’ Access Points. 
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2. Purchase (or rent) VAPs, install them at the TFS’ vehicles, and connect them with the 

vehicle’s Validators. There could be more than one Validator at a vehicle. All or some of 

them can be connected with the same VAP. In some implementations, Validators may 

comprise VAPs. 

3. Purchase (or rent) SAPs, install them and connect them with the TFS Host. Usually, one 

active SAP is enough. More active SAPs could be required if a TFS is stretched across 

several large geographical regions. Additionally, backup (disaster recovery) SAPs are 

strongly recommended.  

4. Configure and customize the VAP and SAP interfaces, in collaboration with OpenFare. For 

this, OpenFare offers two options: 

4.1. A legacy, customized interface, the TFS uses to communicate with its Closed Loop card 

via the contactless card reader. This option saves the previously made investments and 

is friendly to the TFS’s Closed Loop fare system vendor. 

4.2. A standardized interface based on the CIPURSE specifications. This option saves on the 

customization and could be more preferable for a TFS with a simple legacy Closed 

Loop system or without any. 

5. Amend the contactless card readers which now must interact with Open Loop cards (see 

item # 1.1 above).   

6. Amend the Validator and TFS Host software to support: 

6.1. The VAP and SAP interfaces 

6.2. The interfaces with the contactless card readers 

7. Configure and customize reconciliation and reporting interfaces. 

8. Exchange with OpenFare encryption key materials as per OpenFare security requirements.  

9. Develop Customer Relationship Management (CRM) tools and implement OpenFare CRM 

interfaces that allow the Patrons of this TFS to utilize OpenFare-related services, such as 

merging their VTCs with the real Closed Loop cards, purchasing and refunding T-Tools, 

disputing and refunding the InterBalances for rides not provided, etc. 

10. Instruct their Patrons how to use Open Loop cards in the TFS environment. 

4.2 Patrons 
Patrons setup contractual obligations with OpenFare de-facto, when they open OpenFare 

accounts via T-Store.  

Patron’s objectives are: 

1. Create an OpenFare Account 

2. Associate this account with one or several Open Loop cards, choosing an InterBalance 

currency for each of them. 

3. Link the associated Open Loop cards with TFSs. 

4. Purchase T-Tools and Stored Values via T-Store. 

5. Possibly, setup an automatic procedure for the InterBalance replenishment when it goes 

below a certain threshold. 
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4.3 Payment Processors 
OpenFare has business relationships with numerous payment processors, to collect funds from 

Patrons via T-Store. In some cases, as per Payment Network bylaws, these relationships are 

realized via proxy financial institutions. These relationships are well determined by each 

Payment Network and are out of scope of this business architecture analysis. 

4.4 Forex and Settlement Banks 
OpenFare has business relationships with at least one Foreign Currency Exchange entity (Forex) 

and at least one settlement bank to receive the currency conversion rates, convert currencies for 

the reconciliation purposes, and reconcile the participating TFSs. These relationships are case-

to-case–dependent and are out of the scope of this business architecture analysis.   
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5 OpenFare’s Principles of Operations 

5.1 Patron Accounts and Open Loop Cards 
Patrons can create and maintain Anonymous or Registered accounts in OpenFare, via the T-Store.  

InterBalance

Anonymous Account

PANPatron
• Email address
• Password

Registered Account

PANPatron
• Email address
• Password
• Name
• Address
• Phone number
• Bank account
• …

PAN
PAN

PAN

InterBalanceInterBalance, 
T-Tools

InterBalance
InterBalanceInterBalance, 

T-Tools
PAN

 

Figure 2. Patron Account Types  

Registered accounts provide more options to Patrons, such as reporting lost and stolen cards, 

fraud, requesting refunds, requesting tax relief documentation as required by local laws, 

applying for customer service’s call center help, purchasing Stored Values and T-Tools via the 

call center, etc. 

A Patron can associate his or her Anonymous or Registered Account with several Open Loop 

cards (PANs). Each PAN is associated with one InterBalance and its currency. 

Figure 2 demonstrates the difference between the account types. 

It is not allowed to associate several PANs with one InterBalance because of the following 

considerations: 

 If a Patron has several credit cards, it is better to use them with separate InterBalances, 

for backup purposes.    

 If a Patron does not have credit cards, he or she most likely has only one Bank card. 

 Multiple PAN association would over-complicate the Patron’s interface with T-Store and 

understanding of operation principles by the Patrons.  
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Associating Open Loop cards with the account can be done only if Patron controls these Open 

Loop cards. The associating can be executed in the following ways: 

 For Credit Cards or Debit Cards, which can originate transactions in Card Not Present 

Environment (CNPE) - directly via T-Store. T-Store, upon receiving the card issuer 

authorization for a financial transaction, is assured that the card originating this 

transaction is controlled by the Patron.  

 For Bank Cards - the card can be associated with the account online, and later the 

InterBalance can be replenished by using any of various fund transfer services, like 

PayPal, Interac Direct Debit, money wire, or even via a credit card transaction.    

5.2 Linkage and VTC 
The most simple and direct way to make an Open Loop card usable in a TFS is to link it with 

this TFS, via T-Store. As soon as it is done, and if at least one of the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

 The PAN has a positive InterBalance and this TFS implements E-Purse 

 The PAN has T-Tools used in this TFS  

the OpenFare creates a Virtual Transit Card (VTC) for this TFS and this PAN, and propagates 

the VTC Image to all vehicle-installed and stationary OpenFare Access Points (VAPs and SAPs) 

used by this TFS. The Patron can start using this Open Loop card at any vehicle-installed and 

stationary Validator of this TFS, within seconds. 
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Figure 3. Linked and Unlinked TFS  

The Linkage has its limitations: 

 The number of linked TFSs per PAN, at any given time, is limited, to save on the VAP 

data traffic. 

 OpenFare will automatically unlink a PAN from a TFS with the lesser likelihood of 

usage when the Linkage limit is exceeded for this PAN. 

 OpenFare may also automatically unlink a TFS from a PAN if the Patron has not used 

this card and this TFS for a long time. 

 OpenFare may charge Patron fees for multiple or dormant links. 

If a Patron wants to use an Open Loop card on stationary Validators only, the Linkage is not 

necessary but still desirable.  OpenFare will still propagate unlinked VTCs images to the 

Stationary Access Points of a wide range of TFSs worldwide which accept this type of Open 

Loop cards and when at least one of the following is true: 

 The PAN has a positive InterBalance and these TFSs implements E-Purse 

 The PAN has T-Tools used in these TFSs. 

The SAP traffic is less limited than the VAP traffic but OpenFare still has to optimize the SAP 

traffic. The SAP traffic limits can also be imposed by some TFSs. Therefore, there is no 
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guarantee that all TFSs worldwide will “know” about all unlinked PANs and will have the up-

to-date VTC images.  

If, by some reason, a Patron has suddenly moved to another region and has not linked in 

advance his Open Loop card with the TFS operating in this region, most likely, he or she will 

still be served at a stationary Validator (provided the Patron has purchased applicable T-Tools 

or Stored Value). 

As soon, as the Patron has tapped his unlinked Open Loop card at a stationary Validator, the 

following happens: 

 If the Validator belongs to TFS that “knows” this PAN the access to the service can be 

granted (if the Stored Value or T-Tools allow this), and the PAN becomes linked to this 

TFS; now the Patron can tap at a vehicle-installed Validators too. 

 If the Validator belongs to TFS that “does not know” this PAN, the TFS attempts to link 

the Open Loop card Ad-Hoc. This may, however, request some time. It this cannot be 

done fast enough (within 350 msec or so – depends on the TFS policy) access can be 

denied. The Patron can retry tapping several seconds later, and then, most likely, the 

access will be granted, and the card will be linked. 

The Patron can unlink an Open Loop card from a TFS via T-Store. 

5.3 Purchasing Stored Values and T-Tools 
There are several ways for a Patron to purchase Stored Values and T-Tools: 

T-Store Purchase 

If an Open loop card can be accepted in CNPE, the Stored Values or T-Tools can be purchased 

by this card and they will be associated with this card PAN. 

If an Open loop card cannot be accepted in CNPE or the Patron does not want this card be 

charged for the Stored Value or T-Tools purchase, T-Store can accept other means of payment, 

such as another credit card, PayPal or Interac Direct Debit. For example, the Patron can 

purchase a Stored Value using his PayPal account and add this Stored Value to the InterBalance 

of his or her Pulse card. There could be limitations for paying by other means, imposed by some 

payment networks that prefer to prevent situations when the Patron does not use a card in 

purchase activity but use the cards at Validators. 

Automatic Replenishment 

The Patron can setup, at T-Store, an automatic procedure for InterBalance replenishment when 

it goes below a certain threshold.  

 This is possible only for registered accounts. 

 There could be limitations imposed by payment networks 
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 There could be regional limitations.  

At a Validator 

If the Patron has not purchased enough Stored Value and do not have applicable T-Tools, there 

is a chance that the Patron will be able to do this simply by tapping at a Validator. Depending 

on the TFS policy and the card type, a default Stored Value or T-Tool can be sold. In some cases, 

the access will be denied at first tap, but will be granted at the second tap, several seconds later.  

It must be noted here, that Patron must have a valid OpenFare account with this PAN on it, 

before tapping the card.  

5.4 T-Store Access Channels 
There are numerous channels to communicate with T-Store for the purpose of opening 

accounts, linking cards, and purchasing Stored Value or T-Tools, such as an Internet browser, 

mobile browser, a smartphone or tablet application, text message, CRM representative on the 

phone, etc. 

5.5 Merging VTC with Real Cards 
A TFS may have a service that allow merging of a VTC created for this TFS with a real Closed 

Loop Card the Patron already has.  The Patron can request a Merge Token from T-Store, and then 

present it to the TFS’ CRM representative or web service to prove that the Patron controls the 

VTC.  

During the merge, the TFS will merge the unused balance, T-Tools, trip history, discount 

parameters, and all other Closed Loop card data with the VTC. It is the TFS’s responsibility to 

merge the data properly.  The real Closed-Loop card can be discarded after that. 

5.6 VTC Image Propagation 
When one of the following happens, a VTC Image is changed or a new VTC is created. 

 The Patron has linked an Open Loop card with a TFS 

 The Patron has purchased a Stored Value or a T-Tool 

 The Patron has tapped the Open Loop card at a Validator; consequently a Stored Value 

is deducted, a T-Tool state has changed, a discount parameter has changed, a trip history 

has changed, etc.  

 A refund or T-Tool restoration has been requested by the TFS 

 The TFS has been unlinked 

 The Patron has closed the account 

 The TFS has changed the VTC because of VTC merge, selling T-Tools, etc. 

 The Forex reported a change in the currency rate that affects the Stored Value 
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When this happens, OpenFare proactively sends the VTC Image updates, the new VTC images, 

or instructions to delete VTC images, to all APs of all TFSs affected by this change, in the order 

of sending priority. The VAPs which the Patron can reach first will receive the updates first. 

  

Figure 4. Proactive VTC Image Propagation 

5.7 Refunds and Reimbursements 
The Patron can request the InterBalance refund from OpenFare or OpenFare will refund the 

dormant Stored Values automatically, if the Payment Network policy and the local law permits. 

As a result of the refund, the InterBalance will become zero, and the Patron will receive the 

equivalent funds. 

A TFS can reimburse a fare or restore a T-Tool. To do this, the TFS sends a request message to 

OpenFare via a standard interface.  
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5.8 File Transfer  
OpenFare provides a file transfer service, to transfer files from the TFS Host to the vehicle-

installed Validators (File Download), and from the vehicle-installed Validators to the TFS Host 

(File Upload). 

 File Download is beneficial for both Open Loop and Closed Loop fare systems. The 

examples of data in these files include transit system topology, schedules, tariffs, 

Validator application software code, stop-lists, E-Purse load instructions, etc. These files 

can be large, up to several Gigabytes. The vast majority of the data in these files is the 

same for all Validators (within a TFS). Most of them must be delivered episodically, and 

24 hours lead time is enough. It is preferable that some of these files, having stop-lists, E-

Purse load instructions, etc. (or at least, changes in these files) are delivered more 

frequently. 

 File Upload is required for Validator reports on Closed Loop fare transactions, audit, 

debugging, error logs, etc. These files are not long compared to the Download files but 

they are unique for each Validator. 

In the Closed-Loop systems, traditionally, the File Download and Upload are implemented via 

Wi-Fi infrastructure at the vehicle depots. This implies that all transit vehicles visit a depot at 

least once per day, and that even stop-lists and E-Purse load instructions are downloaded to 

Validators only once per day.  

The OpenFare file transfer service allows to:  

 Eliminate Depots Wi-Fi redundancy 

 Implement better Closed Loop services with frequent stop-list and E-Purse load 

instructions downloading 

 Utilize more efficient data broadcasting services for File Download, considering that all 

download files are the same for all Validators. 
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Figure 5. File Uploading and Downloading 

 

5.9 Data Propagation 
The proactive approach used in OpenFare requires more data to be propagated to and more 

data to be stored in VAPs than regular TFS approach does. However, it is feasible to update 

each VTC Image at each local VAP within seconds, while the Patrons are transferring from one 

transit vehicle to another or walking from a Store Value POS to a transit vehicle. The digital 

data Broadcast makes this feasible, relatively cheap, and convenient. 

The data requirement estimates for transit systems of different sizes are provided in Table 1. 

The estimates account for rush hour passenger flows when higher data transmission speed is 

required to provide Validators with actual data in real time.  

It is assumed in these estimates that the average VTC Image requires 500 Kbit memory which is 

enough to store the InterBalance, discount parameters and five recent trips. This is close enough 
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to CIPURSE [7] L Profile requirements where the min 2 Kbit user memory is required, with 

understanding, that: 

 A significant portion of the data stored in the real CIPURSE–compliant Closed Loop 

card is common for all VTC images in a particular TFS, not broadcasted by OpenFare, 

and stored only once in each VAP 

 Each real Closed Loop CIPURSE card must accommodate a certain minimal volume of 

stored recent ridership data, as per the TFS policy, whereas for the purpose of VTC 

Image broadcast requirements the average volume of recent ridership data counts. For 

example the real card must “remember” 5 most recent trips made within the last 24 

hours whereas the average number of trips across all TVC cards made within the last 24 

hours equals 2.3. 

 Real Closed Loop CIPURSE card supports several transit applications whereas a VTC 

Image stores only one application data used in the particular TFS. VTC images 

propagated across another TFS are different.          

The estimates show that using a conventional cellular data communication one-to-one sessions 

may be not feasible or too expensive. In this cases the Broadcast protocols can be used, 

including cellular ones, such as eMBMS, or satellite ones. 

If we assume that all cards in the system are Open Loop ones, a bandwidth equivalent to 

several XM Radio channels would be enough for a small transit system. The medium-sized 

system will require a bandwidth equivalent to several per cents of an HDTV channel, whereas a 

large system may require almost entire capacity of an HDTV channel.  

It is feasible to store the propagated data in the Validators. Table 1 illustrates that, even for such 

a huge transit system as Transport for London (TfL), the entire card data will require less than 3 

Gbytes of VAP memory.  
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Table 1. Data transmission speed and data volumes for entirely open loop system 

  Small Transit 
System 

(Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada) 

Medium Transit 
System 

(TTC, Toronto, 
Ontario, 
Canada) 

Large Transit 
System 

(TfL, UK) 

Number of cards registered in the TFS 170,000  1,800,000  21,000,000  

Average number of taps/sec in peak period 41.7  542  8,750.0  

Total VTC data required to be stored in the 

VAP (Mbytes)  

 22   230  2,700  

Required peak data broadcast speed 
(bandwidth)  (mbps, i.e. Mbit/sec) 

 0.04   0.66   13  

Total monthly traffic per VAP  
(Mbytes/month) 

 326  4,100  66,000  

Number of XM radio channels providing 
the same bandwidth (assuming 16 Kbit/sec 
average channel) 

2.6 42 N/A 

Number of HDTV channels providing the 
same bandwidth (satellite or cellular)  

Close to 0 0.04 0.80 

 

5.10 Inspection 
The inspection requirements can differ across TFSs. If on-vehicle inspection is utilized the 

inspection Validator may require a portable AP. The traffic to this device can be reduced to only 

VTC images recently used in the TFS. 

The TFS may decide that online connection to the TFS Host of the inspection Validator is 

reliable and fast enough. In this case the inspection portable AP is not required. 

Some inspection Validators may be connected to the vehicle Wi-Fi or Blue Tooth system and 

communicate with the main vehicle Validator directly.   

5.11 Security 
OpenFare never sends clear-form PANs to the APs.  PANs and some other Open Loop card 

parameters are irreversibly converted to the VTC Tokens further used as a key for access to the 

VTC data.  
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7 Copyrights 
The copyrights for this document belongs to Lifecycle Integrity Inc. and Eugene (Evgeny) 

Lishak.   

The method and system of fare collection utilizing proactive card and ridership data 

propagation is patented in the U.S.A (patent # 8,954,344 – refer to 

http://portal.uspto.gov/pair/PublicPair) and patent pending in some other jurisdictions. 

Please refer, for example, to WIPO application WO2012088582 and Canadian application 

CA2841856A1 .  

Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discovery, Interac, Pulse, Electron, Maestro, Debit 

Network Alliance, Cirrus, Plus, Oyster, SmarTrip, Presto, First Data, and Moneris Solutions are 

trademarks of the respective companies. 

8 Glossary and Abbreviations 

Ad-Hoc Linkage – Linkage that is done at a Validator, ATM or POS, not in advance via T-

Store. 

Anonymous Account – an OpenFare account owned by a Patron not known to OpenFare. 

Authorization – a permission to proceed with tender that either the card issuer or EVM card 

chip gives to a merchant (e.g. transit agency). 

AP – OpenFare Access Point – a device that stores up-to-date VTC images and is connected 

to Validators or TFS Host 

ATM – Automated Teller Machine. 

Bank Card – a Debit Card that can only be used in card present environment (no Internet 

shopping). Examples of debit networks of this type include ACCEL/The Exchange in the 

U.S.A, Interac in Canada, MasterCard Maestro, and Visa Electron in Europe. 

Broadcast– a service or process of sending digital data from one source to many recipients, 

at the same time. The examples are cellular broadcast (e.g. under eMBMS protocol), digital 

satellite TV, Teletext, Cable TV, and XM Radio.  

CAD – a currency code for Canadian Dollar. 

Card-Present Environment (CPE) – a card acceptance environment where the card must be 

physically present and interact with the card acceptance device.  
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Card-Not-Present Environment (CNPE) – a card acceptance environment where the card is 

not physically present (e.g. card acceptance via the Internet). Some of the card data is 

provided to the merchant by the cardholder via the Internet, on the phone, or by mail.  

CIPURSE – a Closed Loop Card standard. OSPT Alliance describes its CIPURSE in the 

following way: “CIPURSE open standard provides an advanced foundation for developing 

highly secure, interoperable, and flexible transit fare collection solutions. It is built on 

proven standards, including ISO 7816, AES-128, ISO/IEC 14443-4 for securing multiple 

payment types” [7]. 

Closed Loop (card) – a specifically designed and configured card acceptable only in a 

particular TFS. 

Concession Discount - a discount applicable to Patrons of certain categories within an MTA 

or a TFS. 

Credit Card – a card associated with a credit account. When transaction with a Credit Card 

takes place, the card issuer takes a financial obligation. The cardholder owns money to the 

card issuer.  

CRM - Customer Relationship Management 

Debit Card – a card associated with a bank account. When transaction with a Debit Card 

takes place, the transaction amount is debited from this bank account.  

Debit Network Alliance (DNA) – an alliance of main U.S.A. debit card networks, created in 

the end of 2013. 

Distance-Based Fare – a fare that depends on the distance of the trip. 

eMBMS - Evolved Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Service – one of cellular data 

broadcast protocols. 

EMV – an international standard for payment chip cards and payment applications 

supported by Visa, MasterCard and some other payment networks. Visa and MasterCard 

migrate to EMV-compliant contactless cards; however many of their contactless cards are 

still not EMV-compliant.   

E-Purse – a component of some Closed Loop cards that stores a Stored Value. 

File Download – transferring files, by OpenFare, from the TFS Host to VAPs 

File Upload – transferring files, by OpenFare, from VAPs to the TFS Host. 

Flat Fare – a fare that does not depend on the time or distance of the trip. 
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Forex - Foreign Currency Exchange  

GBP – a currency code for British Pound 

Host Latency – the time required to process a Validator request and prepare the response. 

InterBalance – a multicurrency Stored Value maintained by OpenFare, a property of an 

OpenFare Patron’s Open Loop card. The InterBalance is a Stored Value assigned to each of 

VTCs implementing an E-Purse and associated with this card.  

Issuer – a financial institution (e.g. bank) that issues credit or debit cards and authorizes 

payment transactions originated by these cards. 

Linkage – a concept of linking an Open Loop card with a TFS. 

Loyalty Discount – a fare value discount that a Patron is entitled to depending on the trip 

history. 

Merge Token – a cryptographic value generated by OpenFare, the means for TFSs to ensure 

that a Patron controls a particular VTC. 

Multicast - is similar to Broadcast wherein the data recipients are broken into subsets and 

the data is broadcasted to each subset separately. 

MSD – Magnetic Stripe Data – a type of contactless payment cards that communicate an 

image of magnetic stripe data to the point-of-sale via a radio channel. 

NFC – Near Field Communication – a specific type of contactless cards and a set of 

communication standards utilized in Open Loop and Closed Loop payment systems. 

MTA – Member Transit Agency – a TA participating in a TFS 

OpenFare – a service and system described in this Whitepaper. It provides the assembly of 

participating TFSs with a gateway to the Open Loop payment world. 

Open Loop Card – a regular payment cards, such as Credit Cards or Debit Cards issued by 

members of payment card networks, such as Visa, MasterCard, etc. 

Patron – an Open Loop cardholder using public transit. 

Payment Network – entities that make payments by credit and debit cards possible, such as 

Visa International, MasterCard Worldwide, American Express, Interac (Canada-wide), etc. 

PCI DSS – Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard 

POS – point-of-sale, a device that accepts Open Loop cards to make a financial transaction, 

such as purchasing good and services 
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Registered Account – an OpenFare account owned by a Patron known to OpenFare. 

SAP – Stationary AP. 

Stored Value – a value with fare purchasing power expressed in a certain currency. 

Tap-Off – tapping a card in the end of a trip. 

Tap-On – tapping a card in the beginning of a trip. 

TA – Transit Agency - an entity (private or government body) that operates public transit 

vehicles and provides services to Patrons. 

TfL – Transport for London. 

TFS – Transit Fare System. 

TFS Host - a generalized name for a number of TFS internal processing services 

Time-Based Fare – a fare that depends on the time of the trip. 

T-Store – an online store providing services to Patrons, on behalf of OpenFare. 

Transfer Discount – a fare value discount a Patron is entitled to when he or she transfers 

from one vehicle to another within an MTA or between MTAs of the same TFS. 

T-Tool – A record in a Closed Loop card or VTC that entitles a Patron to a certain set of 

transit services, e.g.  a single transit ticket, a several ride ticket, a day pass, etc.  

UI – User Interface. 

USD – a currency code for U.S. Dollar,  

VAP – vehicle AP. 

Validator – a point of interaction with contactless Open Loop or Closed Loop cards in 

public transit. The Validator is responsible for fare calculation and making decision on 

access to the services. 

VTC – Virtual Transit Card – a fictitious Closed-Loop card which exists in OpenFare in a 

form of data object (image), visible to a specific TFS this VTC belongs to. 

VTC Token – a cryptographic equivalent of PAN which is a unique identifier of a VTC 

within a given TFS. 
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Appendix. 1. OpenFare Processing Interfaces 
This Appendix outlines the interfaces between OpenFare and other participating entities. The 

interfaces are denoted by numbers on Figure 6. High-level business requirements are provided 

for those interfaces. These requirements: 

 Are not the detailed business requirement. The latter is to be elaborated during the 

collaboration with first TFS decided to participate in OpenFare. 

 Are sufficient to estimate costs for the purpose of business case identification. 

  

Figure 6. OpenFare Processing Interfaces 

Section. 1. Patron Interface with OpenFare 
Patrons interact with OpenFare via T-Store. This interface is denoted as Interface 1 on Figure 6. 

The following are high-level business requirements pertinent to this interface.  

1. By utilizing this interface, the Patron shall be able to do the following: 

1.1. Create and maintain an account 

1.2. Associate his or her account with one or several Open Loop cards 
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1.3. Link an Open Loop card with one or more TFSs. 

1.4. Purchase Stored Values and T-Tools 

1.5. Setup an automatic procedure for InterBalance replenishment when it goes below a 

certain threshold 

1.6. Request refunds. 

2. The Patron shall be provided with means to analyze the ride history, payment transaction 

history, and retrieve usage reports. 

3. The Patron should be able to communicate with T-Store using different channels, such as 

Internet, mobile and tablet applications, structured text messages, OpenFare call center (for 

registered accounts only), etc. 

Section. 2. VAP and SAP Interface with OpenFare 
OpenFare interacts with VAPs and SAPs via Interface 2 (SAP and Interface 3 (VAP) denoted on 

Figure 6. The following are the high-level business requirements pertinent to this interface.  

1. Physical Connection: 

1.1. The VAP shall be movable and wirelessly connected to OpenFare.  

1.2. The SAP shall be connected to OpenFare via high speed land lines.  

2. The AP shall receive from OpenFare the data with VTC images and or VTC Image updates. 

3. The AP shall send to OpenFare the VTC data changes that caused by Open Loop card. 

4. The VAP shall be able to receive from OpenFare downloaded files. 

5. The VAP shall be able to send to OpenFare the uploaded files. 

Section. 3. Open Loop Card Interface with Validator 
An Open Loop Card interacts with the Validator via Interface 4 denoted on Figure 6.  The 

following are the high-level business requirements pertinent to this interface.  

1. The TFS shall decide on the set of card applications its Validators can interact with (allowed 

applications).  

2. During the Open Loop tap transaction, the Validator shall not execute a payment 

transaction.  

3. The TFS shall develop the policy to deal with the situation when allowed applications of the 

same Open Loop card have different PANs or expiration date. 

4. The tap transaction latency shall be 350 sec for the average Open Loop card. 

The TFS may decide to accept more types of cards than real POS and ATM’s do in this 

geographical region. For example, despite the Interac card acceptance is allowed only in 

Canada, it may be reasonable for some U.S. TFSs to enable their Validators to read Interac Flash 

contactless cards. 
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Section. 4. VAP and SAP Interface with Validators 
VAPs and SAPs interact with the Validators using Interface 5 (SAP) and Interface 6 (VAP) 

denoted on Figure 6. The following are high-level business requirements pertinent to this 

interface. 

1. This interface is TFS-dependent. Each TFS shall have the following two options: 

1.1. To implement a fully customized interface that emulates the interface between the TFS’ 

Closed Loop card and Validator. 

1.2. To implement a standard interface compliant with the CIPURSE specifications. 

2. The Validator and AP shall communicate via encrypted channel, upon establishing a trusted 

connection. The Validator must prove its authenticity to the AP. 

3. The SAP shall support multiple simultaneous connections to the Validators. Normally all 

stationary Validators of the same TFS are connected to a single active SAP and a single 

backup SAP. 

4. The VAP shall normally be connected to one or several Validators on the same vehicle. 

5. AP shall limit the number of requests from the same Validator per period of time, to prevent 

a brute force attack. 

Section. 5. TFS Host Interface with OpenFare 
TFSs interact with their OpenFare via Interface 7 denoted on Figure 6. The TFS Host is a 

generalized name for a number of TFS internal processing services, including, Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM), internal reporting and reconciliation, etc. 

The following are high-level business requirements pertinent to this interface. 

1. The TFS Host shall be able to requests the following from the SAP 

1.1. InterBalance or T-Tools refunds. 

1.2. Ridership or reconciliation reports  

2. The TFS Host shall be able to send to OpenFare the changes in TFS configuration, such as 

changes in T-Tools, geographic region-specific data, etc.  

3. The TFS shall be able to communicate with OpenFare in regards with reporting fraud, 

cancelling and refunding InterBalances, T-Tools, and merging VCT with real Closed Loop 

cards.  

4. The TFS Host shall be able to exchange with OpenFare the data and encryption materials 

related to the OpenFare, TFS, and Patron information security. 

5. The TFS Host shall be able to request File Download and receive uploaded files.   

Section. 6. OpenFare Interface with Forex and Settlement Banks 
OpenFare interfaces with the Forex, using Interface 8 denoted on Figure 6. 

The requirements for these interfaces are case-dependent and out of scope of this Whitepaper. 

The TFSs interfaces with Settlement Banks are not depicted on Figure 6 because they are case-

dependent as well. 
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Appendix. 2. VAP, Business Requirements 
This Appendix comprises a set of business requirements sufficient to assess the cost of design 

and development of VAP. The full set of business requirements will arise from further analysis, 

upon TFSs will come onboard. 

Figure 7 illustrates the main components of the VAP and its connection to the Validator. The 

VAP comprises the following components: 

 A VAP Antenna (satellite, cellular, terrestrial or a combination thereof), and 

demodulator 

 A VAP controller or a programmable central processor unit 

 A VAP Connector responsible for communication with the Validator 

 A VAP Storage storing the VCT data and other data  

Figure 7. VAP Architecture 

The VAP internal architecture is provided for the purpose of example. It can be 

implementation-dependent. There could be at least two alternative VAP architectures proposed: 

Validators 
installed on the 

same vehicle

Storage

Controller

Antenna

Connector

VAP

Modem
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a) The VAP is combined with the card reader and they both emulate a Closed Loop card 

reader. From the Validator’s standpoint, the card reader, combined with VAP, always 

deals with Closed Loop cards. Sometimes it is a real Closed Loop card. Sometimes, 

when an Open Loop card is presented, the Card Reader presents to the Validator (or 

changes, on the Validator’s request) the VTC image associated with this Closed Loop 

card. 

b) The VAP is emulated by the Validator software. In this case the validator must be at 

least cellular-capable (preferably be able to support broadcast protocol in receiver mode) 

and have necessary data encryption modules. 

The requirements below do not have variations for the alternative VAP architectures listed 

above but they can be easily modified when the alternative solutions needs to be implemented. 

For the purpose of the requirements below, the following components are to be distinguished: 

the VAP Antenna, VAP Storage, and VAP Connector. 

The following subsections contain a set of business requirements. Each requirement is uniquely 

indexed with letter “R” followed by the requirement number. Non-numbered text inclusions 

provide additional comments and explanations.  

Section. 1. VAP Components 
R1. The VAP shall comprise the VAP Antenna.  

R2. The VAP Antenna shall be mountable on a public transit vehicle. 

R3. The VAP shall comprise the VAP Connector capable of connecting to all Validators installed 

on the same vehicle.  

R4. The VAP shall comprise the VAP Storage storing data changed on the OpenFare’s or 

Validator’s request. 

R5. The VAP shall be powered via a Validator or vehicle power supply system. 

R6. The VAP storage shall be power-independent, i.e. it shall not lose the data if the VAP power 

is off. 

R7. The VAP shall have an independent power supply system that allows receiving the data 

from and sending data to OpenFare without powering the vehicle. 

For example, the VAP battery allows for 8 hours of receiving the data stream without being 

powered by the vehicle power supply system. Alternatively, this time can be reduced to 3 hours 

and the VAP is programmed to power itself on at a pre-set time. 

Section. 2. Access to Data in VAP Storage  
R8. The VAP shall be able to communicate to all Validators installed on the same vehicle in 

parallel (multithread) manner without impacting the tap transaction latency.  

R9. The VAP vendor shall provide the Validators with software application interfaces to access 

the data stored in the VAP Storage, via the VAP Connector.  

R10. The following two interfaces shall be provided by VAP: 
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 File Interface. The data in VAP storage shall be accessible by Validators as a set of files.  

 VTC Interface.  The Validator software application shall be able to access VTC images 

and request changes in the VTC images.  

A. File Interface 

R11. The VAP shall provide the Validators with access to files in the VAP Storage for the 

purpose of reading and updating the files directory, and moving files between the internal 

Validator’s memory and VAP. 

R12. The VAP shall receive files or file updates from OpenFare and make the downloaded 

files accessible for reading by the Validators after the file download is completed. 

R13. The VAP shall receive files to be uploaded from the Validators and upload these files to 

OpenFare. 

R14. The files in the VAP Storage shall be flagged as either downloaded files or files to be 

uploaded. 

B. VTC Interface 

The VTC Interface objective is to provide the Validator software application with the fast access 

to the VTC images pertinent to the Open Loop card that has been tapped at this Validator, while 

the Validator is in the fare transaction session limited to 350-500 msec.  

The structure of the VTC Image is implementation-dependent and it is up to the TFS and its 

Fare System Vendor to define this structure. 

R15. The VAP shall receive VTC Image updates, new VTC Images, and VTC Image deletion 

instructions from OpenFare and update the VTC data in the VAP Storage. 

R16. The VAP shall support a set of Validator commands the Validator sends to VAP and 

responses to the commands the VAP sends to the Validator (see Figure 8). The commands 

and responses shall be used for the following: 

R16.1. To access the VTC Images by the Validator for reading 

R16.2. To request the VAP by the Validator to change the VTC Images   

R17. The VTC, to be accessed in a series of the Validator commands, shall be determined by a 

VTC Token which is a unique VTC identifier. 

R18. It is the OpenFare’s responsibility to maintain the VTC Token uniqueness.  

R19. The VAP shall present to the Validator a consistent VTC Image even if it is receiving the 

new data content for the same VTC Image at the same time.  
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Command
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Figure 8. Validator Commands and VAP Responses 

R20. The VAP shall substitute the Stored Value in the VTC Image with InterBalance. 

R21. The VAP shall interpret the change in the Stored Value of the VTC Image requested by a 

Validator’s command as a change in the InterBalance value. 

R22. Upon the receiving a VTC Image change request from the Validator, the VAP shall 

report the VTC Image change to OpenFare. 

Section. 3. Priority Requirements 
R23. The VAP shall upload data to OpenFare in the order of priority: 

R23.1. The Tap-Off-related changes shall be reported first 

R23.2. The Tap-On-related changes shall be reported in the second turn 

R23.3. The file upload shall be executed in the third turn 

R24. The VAP shall receive data from OpenFare and place it in the V-TAP Storage 

immediately after it appears on the receiving component of the VAP Antenna. 

Section. 4. Security Requirements 
R25. The VAP shall only interact with the authorized Validators. 

R26. The VAP shall limit the number of the VTC data retrievals per a period of time, to 

prevent brutal force attacks to guess PANs. 
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R27. OpenFare shall never broadcast the PANs and expiration dates. This data shall be 

irreversibly converted into a VTC Token. VAP shall use the VTC Token as a key to the VTC 

list.  

R28. When broadcast protocols used to download data, OpenFare encrypts data using the 

common broadcast transport encryption key, the same for all VAPs.  

R28.1. The broadcast transport key will be changed periodically by OpenFare 

R28.2. Each VAP shall be able to retrieve the actual broadcast transport key from 

OpenFare via an encrypted channel in peer-to-peer (non-broadcast) data session. 

OpenFare will encrypt the channel by an encryption key, unique for each VAP. 

R29. The Validator commands and VAP responses shall be encrypted. 

R30. The VAP shall store the cardholder sensitive and private data encrypted. 

R31. The VAP shall be a tamper-resistant device and it shall make all its sensitive data and 

encryption materials unrecoverable immediately upon detection of tampering or 

unauthorized access. 

R32. The VAP shall be PCI DSS compliant.   

Section. 5. Quantitative Requirements 
R33. The number of Validators connected to the same VAP shall be limited to 8 

(implementation-dependent; could be 1 in many cases) 

R34. The VAP shall support VTC card list up to 5 * 107 elements. 

R35. The VAP shall support the VTC Token length up 28 decimal digits (or the binary 

equivalent length). 

R36. The VAP-related component of the AP transaction latency shall not exceed 150 msec.  

R37. The VTC Card Data Image shall not exceed 4 Kbit (implementation-dependent). 

R38. Some quantitative parameters depend on the Transit Agency scale. The typical scale 

samples with respective quantitative parameters are presented in Table 2.  

Table 2. Scaled Quantitative Requirements 

# Parameter A. Small Transit 
System 

(Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada) 

B. Medium 
Transit System 
(TTC, Toronto, 

Ontario, Canada) 

C. Large Transit 
System 

(Transport for 
London UK) 

1.  Max length of the VTC data array in 

VAP (Mbyte)  

 22   230  2,700  

2.  Max Length of the downloaded file 

array in VAP, total for all files (Mbyte) 

4,000 4,000 4,000 

3.  Required min data receiving speed at 
the VAP in peak periods, i.e. during 2 
hours twice per business day (mbps, 
i.e. Mbit/sec) 

 0.04   0.66   13  
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